Evoked EEG responses in several motor areas of brain to stimulation of hippocampus and caudate, alone and in combination.
In curarized rats, electrical stimulation (6 Hz pulses in 6-sec trains) was delivered either to the dorsal hippocampus (Hip), the caudate nucleus (Caud), or to both. Hip and Caud stimulation evoked activity in the motor cortex and the Hip, and the responses commonly grew larger during the stimulation; to a lesser extent, responses occurred in the brainstem reticulum and cerebellar cortex. Combined Hip and Caud stimulation responses were often greater than the responses to stimulation of either Hip or Caud alone, but less than the sum of responses from each single-site stimulation, suggesting occlusive interference because of shared elements in the projection pathways. There were also some instances suggesting mutual facilitation, where the responses to combined stimulation were greater than the sum of the responses to each single-site stimulation. Both kinds of results seem to indicate that the hippocampus, as well as the caudate, has functional connections with motor control areas of the brain and that both areas may interact in motor control.